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By JEON HYUN WOO

In front of you is a card, 

the seven of hearts. Or is 

it really? Rub the card a 

few times and it becomes 

the seven of clubs. Give 

the card a shake, and it's 

now the seven of diamonds. 

That is magic! What wasn't 

there 

MAGIC CONT. ON 2

By CHARLES IAN CHUN

Things are going well for 

German School of Music 

flute professor Philipp 

Jundt. An already popular  

and respected flutist in 

Korea, he was greeted with 

enthusiastic applause as 

he walked on stage and 

joined conductor Martin 

Studer and the New Zurich 

Orchestra in Seoul Arts 

Center's Concert Hall the 

evening of April 25. One 

wonders if the audience 

knew what they were in 

for.

Jundt began a seeming 

marathon of 16th notes 

with machine gun-like 

power and precision as 

the violins joined in, 

plucking along with the cold 

strictness of a metronome. 

The rest of

JUNDT CONT. ON 4

By HONG JI EUN

Director Matthew Vaughn's 

movie Kingsman: The 

Secret Service has been a 

huge hit! Over six million 

Koreans have seen it. 

Usually only children's 

movies get these kinds of 

numbers. A spy movie like 

Kingsman, with mostly 

adult audiences, would 

normally have difficulty 

selling even five million 

tickets at the Korean box 

office. What's made this 

movie so popular?

They say clothes make 

the man. It certainly helped 

make this movie! The spies 

in spy movies almost always 

wear suits, and this movie 

is no exception. But these 

are not just ordinary suits. 

All the suits in Kingsman 

are made-to-order. Also, 

their secret base is in a 

suit shop, which provides 

not only their suits, but 

weapons to match. The 

main characters played by 

SUIT UP CONT. ON 3

Magic is in 
the cards

Suit up for 
action!

A review of 
Kingsman: 
The Secret 

Service

A welcome sight in spring

Jundt shows mastery of 
Rodrigo and himself on tour 

The English 
Hakbo is online!
englishhakbo.chaekjang.com
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▲ German School of Music flute professor Philipp Jundt’s marvelous performance of 
Rodrigo’s Concierto Pastoral at Seoul Arts Center April 25 was just one of several career-
defining moments along his tour of Asia with the New Zurich Orchestra (cond. Martin 
Studer).
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▲ 1st-year English 
Literature major and 
amateur magician Jeon 
Hyun Woo demonstrates his 
skill with cards.
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▲ Clear skies and cherry blossoms in peak bloom were a welcome sight on the campus 
of Kangnam University.
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By DANIEL BRODIE

If on a summer afternoon 

in Suwon you hear the 

thwack of wood on leather, 

don't assume it's just 

another game of baseball.

The field could be oval, 

the bats could be made of 

willow, and two batsmen 

could be playing at once. 

Just be on the lookout for 

stray balls (red ones, not 

white) as they are very 

hard, and it's dangerous to 

walk on the pitch when it's 

being hit.

Cricket is one of the 

most popular sports in the 

world and is played in over 

100 countries. It has its 

strongest following in South 

Asia, England, Australia, 

New Zealand, and parts of 

Africa, and it has a deep 

cultural meaning for people 

from these areas. However, 

it has yet to catch on in 

South Korea due to the 

supremacy of baseball. 

Still the game has been 

played in the country for 

as long as commonwealth 

nationals have lived here. 

A cricket league began in 

Seoul in the 1990s. The 

league moved to Suwon 

ten years ago and most 

games are now played at 

Sunkyunkwan University.

The league consists of 

14 teams. Some teams 

are based on nationalities 

while other teams allow 

anyone to play. Two of 

the teams are made up 

purely of Korean players. 

The standard of the league 

is also very competitive. 

Some of theplayers could 

play grade-A cricket in 

Australia. Then there are 

others, like myself, who, 

while passionate about the 

game, are at best village 

cricketers.

Cricket is a no contact 

sport. It also doesn't 

require a certain body type. 

Some of the best players 

in the world are smaller 

as cricket doesn't require 

great size or strength, but 

rather patience and good 

technique. The game is also 

a mental one, requiring 

tremendous focus and 

concentration.

While competitive, cricket 

also prides itself on its 

gentlemanliness and 

sportsmanship. Every player 

must respect the umpire, 

and a certain level of 

decorum is expected on the 

field. The league in Korea 

is also very social. Players 

often sit down to have a 

beer and a chat with the 

opposition after the game.

Anyone looking to take 

up the game can join the 

"Cricket Korea" group on 

Facebook. Matches are held 

on Sundays, and players of 

all levels are welcome.

Hit for six MAGIC  FROM 1

▲ Kangnam University English instructor Daniel Brodie 
(right) and his cricket teammate walk off the field.

suddenly appears. And what 

you thought was there can 

disappear. It's surprising, a 

little scary sometimes, but 

always entertaining.

I have been doing magic 

for about five years. 

Although not a perfect 

magician, I have performed 

shows at all of my school 

festivals, doing not only 

stage magic but close-up 

magic with cards.

My l ove o f mag i c 

started when I went to 

an amusement park five 

years ago. When a stranger 

passed me by I noticed 

a cane suddenly appear 

from his hand. Curious, 

I ran to one of the gift 

shops and bought the 

same cane. I hoped the 

clerk would show me how 

to use the cane, but the 

store was too crowded. 

Instead he suggested I visit 

the company's website for 

instructions.

As soon as I got home, 

I went to the website and 

found not only how to use 

my new cane but all sorts 

of magic tricks. Eventually 

I learned those too. Soon I 

was going to other magic 

websites to study all the 

tricks I could.

Many have asked why I 

like magic. I actually have 

many friends who also 

do magic. We all enjoy 

seeing our audiences laugh 

and react to our tricks. I 

think this is true for all 

magicians.

Magic may be fun, but 

it's also a lot of hard work. 

I'm always practicing, the 

tools I use never far from 

my hand. Learning a magic 

trick can take a few hours, 

but you may not master it 

even within months.

The hardest trick for me 

was the "pinkie counter", 

a trick in which you count 

cards with only your pinkie. 

To master it I spent two 

hours a day, sitting at a 

desk with a mirror to watch 

myself. I kept a deck of 

cards in my pocket and 

practiced whenever I could. 

It took me seven months 

to master it. But the more 

time I spent learning the 

trick, the greater value it 

had to me. The "pinkie 

counter" is now my ace.

If you also want to 

learn magic, don't find 

an amateur magician to 

teach you. Search for 

the solutions and teach 

yourself. Unless you're 

lucky enough to find a 

professional magician who 

will take time with you, 

your progress will be slow 

and you will be fed up. 

Visit web sites and practice 

the tricks you want at your 

own pace. And if you want 

to keep things interesting, 

try inventing tricks of your 

own!
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▲ “I’m always practicing,” says 1st-year English Literature 
major and amateur magician Jeon Hyun Woo, “the tools I 
use never far from my hand. Learning a magic trick can 
take a few hours, but you may not master it even within 
months.”
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This is the blacksmith's shop
I often compare the life 

of students to the act of 

making a weapon in a 

blacksmith’s shop. When 

looking at the bigger 

picture, it can be the 

period between admissions 

to graduation, and from 

a smaller picture it can 

be each and every course 

taken until graduation. 

Although nobody wants to 

admit it, it is essential for 

students to find something 

they are good at, that is, 

they need to be better at 

something than others, 

especially in an age of 

intense competition which 

can even mean something 

other than their major.

Embedded are two 

concepts when it comes to 

the question of what you 

excel in and what makes 

you stand out from the 

crowd. The first is ability, 

that is, what you excel 

in shows the high caliber 

of your talent. No matter 

what anyone says, they 

will not be able to say a 

word when they witness 

extraordinary talent. So 

wouldn't it be a good idea 

to discover and developyour 

true ability? The second is 

individuality. In the past, 

living like otherpeople was 

the norm because they 

thought it led to a higher 

chance of survival in the 

real world. However, this 

mentality is not acceptable 

in this day and age as it 

may lead to a third-class 

life. You will survive only 

if you are different from 

others, so isn't it important 

to find at least one thing 

you can do better than 

another person?

Therefore, your talent 

becomes your weapon, a 

weapon that will protect 

you from a knockout punch 

that may come your way. 

More importantly, you 

have to be able to control 

and use your weapon 

effectively. It can be a 

knife or spear, a bow 

and arrow or a dagger, 

an ax or an iron mace. 

For instance, when I see 

an impressive piece of 

work I am inflicted with 

many kinds of wounds. 

At times, I am in a state 

of shock after being hit 

with a hard blow and at 

other times I have as light 

cut which continues for a 

long time. Like this, the 

types of weapons represent 

individuality and the well-

crafted weapon represents 

one’s talent.
Figuratively speaking, 

students that have just 

entered university do 

not yet possess these 

weapons. They each carry 

a chunk of iron which 

can be molded into any 

shape, and inherently 

these iron chunks all have 

the potential, talent, and 

individuality ready to burst 

at any given time.

The university is a 

blacksmith's shop, and 

the blacksmith is not the 

professor but the students. 

The professor is there 

to help you make your 

weapon along the way. 

There are basically four 

steps in making a weapon. 

First, melt the iron. 

Second, mold the iron. 

Third, temper the iron on 

an anvil. Fourth, sharpen 

the blade. 

The act of melting the 

iron is akin to letting go 

of all your inhibitions. It 

is the act of stepping up 

tothe challenge. It is not 

clinging onto the shape 

of the iron chunk but 

molding it into any shape 

you desire, which is a very 

natural process. If it turns 

into a shape you don't 

want, then you can temper 

the iron and change it as 

you see fit. The iron will 

eventually take shape after 

endless tempering and 

transform into a weapon 

of your choice. If the 

weapon has a dull blade 

and a broken tip, you may 

have to throw it away; you 

must be able to endure the 

whole process of hardening 

and sharpening the blade 

until you are ready to 

respond instantaneously to 

any given situation.

The act of molding the 

iron into shape is the 

stage of navigation and 

exploration. The act of 

tempering and sharpening 

the blade is the stage of 

polishing or perfecting 

one's skills. Exploration 

is therefore the act of 

finding your ability and 

talent; a trial-and-error 

period. The polishing stage 

is achieved after repeated 

training until your body is 

accustomed to the whole 

process. 

It is my hope that you 

will make your own 

weapon that is strong 

enough to protect you 

from any obstacles that 

lie ahead. In addition, our 

university will provide 

heat from the hearth so 

that you will be able to 

mold your chunk of iron 

enabling you to create a 

powerful weapon uniquely 

your own.

Translated by Julia Kim

Editorial SUIT UP 
FROM 1

Colin Firth and Taron 

Eagerton look gorgeous 

fighting enemies in their 

tailored suits. Women who 

haven't seen Firth on screen 

will surely fall in love with 

him after watching this 

movie.

Kingsman's success is 

also due to its star-studded 

cast, which includes Mark 

Strong, Samuel L. Jackson, 

and Michael Caine. These 

actors are famous, so movie 

lovers know them well and 

always look forward to 

seeing them. This is the 

first action movie for Colin 

Firth, who is usually cast 

in very different roles. For 

this movie, he lost weight 

and trained for the action 

scenes. Playing Kingsman 

agent Galahad, Firth was 

different from any other role 

I had seen him in. Taron 

Egerton is an actor who 

probably won't be familiar 

to many people, but his 

acting is impressive and 

natural.

Finally, Kingsman has a 

good story. True, it's not 

very sophisticated. The 

story is simple, but it is 

solid. At first, I really did not 

expect much from this 

movie. I thought no one 

plays a spy better than Tom 

Cruise, while Colin Firth is 

just a romantic lead. Could 

he really pull off the role of 

a spy in an action movie? 

I couldn't understand why 

so many people liked this 

movie. Boy, was I wrong! 

Vaughn, who also directed 

X-Men: First Class, put the 

movie together really well. 

And unlike other spy movies 

with a heavy atmosphere, 

this one is generally 

lighthearted.

With all these excellent 

ingredients, a movie series 

like Kingsman could really 

be as popular as the James 

Bond franchise.

PHOTO: CHARLES IAN CHUN

▲ CCC (Campus Crusade for Christ) sweetens up the 
afternoon by giving away cotton candy outside Shalom 
Hall.

PHOTO: ERIK TURKELSON

▲ Members of Kangnam University’s international 
community take advantage of the sunny weather on 
Saturday to enjoy a picnic in front of Insa Hall with 
Kangnam University English Ministry preacher Erik 
Turkelson. English service is held every Sunday at 1:00 
p.m. on the 4th floor of Wooweon Hall.

Around Campus
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JUNDT  
FROM 1

the orchestra was brought 

in by Studer as Jundt 

continued his athletic 

playing, leaping from octave 

to octave, maintaining his 

clarity and prominence. And 

so went the first movement 

of Joaquin Rodrigo's 

Concierto Pastoral.

Jundt was meant to play 

Rodrigo. "It was premiered 

by Sir James Galway in 

London almost two weeks 

before I was born," Jundt 

explains." It's definitely one 

of the most technically 

challenging pieces ever 

written for the flute." And 

while he met the challenge 

of the technical and 

repetitive first movement, 

it was in the definitive 

second movement where 

he displayed the deep 

connection he had with 

this work. His ability to go 

back and forth between the 

melancholy and lighthearted 

themes with sincerity 

was awe-inspiring, while 

the exquisiteness of his 

cadenza, concluded with a 

breath that seemed to go 

on for minutes through 

gorgeous crescendos and 

diminuendos, was nothing 

short of astounding.

Jundt had debuted 

R o d r i g o's c o n c e r t o 

with the New Zurich 

Orchestra several days 

before at Suntory Hall in 

Tokyo, followed by two 

performances in Korea 

at Gumi Arts Center and 

Cheonan Arts Center. 

With stops on the tour in 

Shanghai, Singapore, and 

Bangkok, the performances 

have reportedly only gotten 

better. Jundt and the 

orchestra will conclude the 

tour in the second week 

of May after which he 

can surely return home 

with a feeling of triumph 

and a place among the 

outstanding flutists of his 

generation.

An already busy semester for the German School of Music
By CHARLES IAN CHUN

▲ International flute soloist Krzysztof Kaczka performed 
with flute students in March at the Goethe-Institut Seoul 
to celebrate the 330rd birthday celebration of J.S. Bach, 
afterward teaching a weeklong masterclass at the German 
School of Music. “They are just really lovely,” Kaczka said 
of the students. “They are interested in learning new things 
and were well prepared. I am actually very surprised at 
the high level of flute playing.” The positive feelings went 
both ways. 4th-year student Gu Bon Hong, who performed 
a Bach aria with Kaczka, said, “No matter how tired Prof. 
Kaczka was, he wouldn’t show it and continued to teach 
with kindness and passion. I’m so happy I was able to 
perform with a teacher like him.” In September Kaczka will 
perform a world premiere recording of two flute concertos 
by Serbian composer Ivan Jevtic with the St. George 
Strings Chamber Orchestra in Belgrade and release two 
CDs.

▲ German School of Music viola professor Erwan Richard 
signs autographs for young fans after Viola 1920, a recital 
performed with pianist and longtime collaborator Shunji 
Hirota at Seoul Arts Center Recital Hall on March 31. 
The program was a smart and varied one, balancing artistry 
and scholarship, displaying items from Richard’s intellectual 
“curiosity cabinet” from the period including Jacques Ibert’s 
Histoires and Alban Berg’s Vier Stucke Op. 5. Richard was 
at his most poetic, however, with his performance of Paul 
Hindemith’s Viola Sonata, Op. 11 No. 4.
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▲ Prof. Andre Boainain’s 4th-year piano student Lee 
Ji Sung performed on April 22 at Busan Cinema Center 
with Jeon Young Hye & Friends for the concert Mozart 
Story, where he performed Mozart-Liszt Requiem K. 626, 
Confutatismaledictis & Lacrymosa. He is pictured above 
rehearsing.

▲ Flute professor Dejan Gavric of Hochschulefur Musik 
Mainz taught a weeklong masterclass in April with 
students of Profs. Philipp Jundt and Dorothee Binding and 
performed a Masters & Students concert at Seoul Baroque 
Chamber Hall. In addition to playing several duets with 
students (pictured above with 2nd-year student Choi So 
Young), Gavric gave his own masterful performances of 
Taktakishvili’s Flotensonate C-Dur and Taffanel’s 
Fantaisiesur le Freischutz de Carl Maria von Weber with 
piano accompanist Eunyul Heo. Later this year he will 
release a CD of Bach sonatas with harpsichord and 
another CD of German music from the Romantic period.

▲ Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra violist Frederik Boits 
spent a morning teaching a masterclass for students of 
Prof. Erwan Richard. He is pictured with 1st-year student 
Kim Ju Hong. The Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra (cond. 
Ivan Fischer) performed all nine Beethoven Symphonies 
over four nights in April at Seoul Arts Center.

▲ Prof. Matthias Luft’s clarinet students Lee Sun Ho (3rd-
year, right) and Dong Ha Yu (2nd-year) perform Poulenc’s 
Sonatefurzwei Klarinetten at last month’s Masters & Students 
concert.


